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Editorial 

December 2018 

Dear brothers and sisters of world fraternities 

“Come, let’s walk in hope together, let’s drink with joy from the living 

word of God, Together and forward standing by each other, Let’s walk in 

hope together” 

(Chorus of Hymn for Tenth General Assembly of Secular Fraternity Charles 

de Foucauld) 

 

We would like to 

initiate the number 

100 bulletin by 

remembering the 

chorus of Assembly 

Hymn, sung with 

enthusiasm by the 

delegates from the 

world fraternities, 

like a prayer raised 

in one voice. 

Now, a few months 

after concluding the Tenth International Assembly, having returned to our 

homes, to our  particular Nazareth, we would like to send you our greetings 

with a fraternal hug, and to share with you some of the experiences we had 

during the meeting, held in Saint Augustine Centre (in the Maronite Diocese) 

in Kafra, Lebanon. 

Also, we thank God for the opportunity we had to share this meeting with our 

Lebanese brothers and sisters, who told us: “feel at home here” “AHLAN WA 

SAHLAN”, and there it was, we felt at home. They received us with wide 

open arms, in the Country of Cedars, with generous hospitality and 

brotherhood. 



Likewise we are thankful for the encounter with delegates from different 

countries, allowing us to share and bring before us the suffering and hopes of 

people in their nations.  We listened to the life and the testimonies of 

fraternities from Asia, Africa, Arab World, Europe and America. We listened 

to the work they are doing, their organization, the way that each fraternity is 

trying to live the faith. All of them brought us their friendship, their affection, 

their lives, the diversity and the universality of fraternity. We all felt like 

members of one family. 

We sang “Let us walk together in hope”, the hope and joy of the People of 

God who walk together. We shared the hope we need faced with the situations 

in which we live, the examples of denunciation and renunciation that each one 

brought from their own countries. We talked, deepened and shared: “Let us 

walk together in hope... renouncing, denouncing and announcing”. 

We reflected and acknowledged the God who continues to show His face to us 

in our everyday lives and routines, which means, in our own particular 

Nazareth experience. We prayed - God let us announce the Gospel of 

friendship, by taking the hands of the poorest people, inspired by respect and 

care for the Earth, and the diversity and particular reality of each country. 

In this number 100 edition the topic of the Assembly of Hope is explained: 

being rooted, being attentive to a time for growth, being surprised by the seed 

that dies. The final message of the Tenth General Assembly is presented by Fr 

Jimmy Bonnici. This edition also has some news about the beatification of 

Monseigneur Arnulfo Romero, bishop and martyr of San Salvador and the 

message sent to the fraternity by Monseigneur Samir Nass, Maronite 

Archbishop of Damascus. We also publish the contribution of the Secular 

Fraternity of Benin and the words of Jacques Picard, Damascene Little 

Brother of Jesus; also a visit to the Orthodox Fraternity of  the Transfiguration 

in Moscow, by Annie Bijonneau, plus different testimonies from participants 

in the Tenth Assembly. 

We remember Elias Gonzalez, Little Brother of Jesus, who was 91 years old 

when he passed away in Chile. We also remember our African brothers: 

Mbatkam Paul, fraternity founder, who died on September 4th, 2018, when he 

was 83 years old; and brother Adrien Lamire, Principal Secretary of the 

Secular Fraternity, who died recently on August 17th, 2018. 
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In this first edition to be directed by the new international team, we would like 

to thank the last international team. We rely on their prayers, in communion 

with fraternities all over the world. And we hope to maintain contact and 

collaboration between the old and new teams. 

Let us pray together to the beatified Fr Charles de Foucauld. 

By saying: “My Father, I abandon myself to you, do with me what you will” 

International Team. 

 

 

 

 

We are called to be the "face of the Church" for those we meet on our way. 

Our way of living (living Nazareth) is the life of the Church. We all feel 

committed to building a more evangelical Church, more fraternal, more in 

solidarity with the poor. In fraternity we discover the meaning of simple 

gestures, of sharing, of hospitality, of laughing, of conversation, of openness 

to others. We learn to be a universal brother and sister.5.13 Little Guide of 

the Secular Fraternity 

  



 Let Us Walk Together in Hope 
(Hymn for the 10th General Assembly of the Lay Fraternities of Charles de Foucauld) 

 
Lyrics: Fidaa Boutros 

Translation: Jeanet Assaf 

Marielle Boutros 

Gabriel Sassi 

Music: Gabriel Sassi  

 

 

 

 

 

Come, let’s walk in hope together 

Let’s drink with joy from the living word of God 

Together and forward standing by each other 

Let’s walk in hope together. 

 

Let’s work against injustice 

We who are the brothers of the poor 

We will pursue our dream 

No matter how hard is de way 

Together and forward standing by each other 

Let’s walk in hope together. 

 

Our life of every day 

Foot for souls who are hungry for joy 

A way for human kind 

Calling for the wedding feast delight 

Together and forward standing by each other 

Let’s walk in hope together. 

 

Despite any defeat 

We will remain solid in our faith 

In confidence we sing 

Sowing peace, healing and hope 

Together and forward standing by each other 

Let’s walk in hope together. 
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HOPE: BEING ROOTED, TIME FOR GROWTH, BEING 

SURPRISED BY THE SEED THAT DIES. 

Fr. Jimmy Bonnici (Malta) 

By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept 

when we remembered Zion. 
2
There on the poplars we hung our harps, 

3
for there our captors asked us for songs, 

our tormentors demanded songs of joy; 

they said, “Sing us one of the songs of 

Zion!” 
4
How can we sing the songs of the LORD 

while in a foreign land? (Psalm 137, 1-4) 

 
This psalm came to mind when I was thinking about hope in the context of 

what the world is going through. There are so many stories that you carry with 

you. On my part I would like to name a few so as not to speak of hope in the 

abstract. They relate to the context in which I live and where I struggle with 

the question of hope. May they help you to connect with yours. 

As a citizen of Malta I have not yet come to terms with the brutal killing of a 

local journalist who was uncovering corruption on the island. Many of us are 

finding ourselves helpless in the face of manipulation that seeks to hide the 

truth, to betray justice, and to silence the courageous voices. Is truth and 

justice possible?  

The Mediterranean sea (Mare nostrum - our sea), is becoming a cemetery. It is 

estimated that 16,749 drowned between 3 October 2013 and 3 May 2018. Not 

only is it becoming more difficult for people to face this reality, but there is 

also the rise of populist leaders who scapegoat the immigrant and use the law, 

originally meant to defend the weak, to put to trial those who are assisting and 

saving the weak. A few weeks ago, a child parroted her mother’s words to 234 

migrants entering our harbour ending their 6 day ordeal at sea: “Go back to 

your country”. What kind of future is there for this child, for this mother and 

for the immigrants?  



These few stories open our eyes to the hypocrisy that leads to suffering, the 

dominance of a neo-liberal economy that kills, and the lack of integrity within 

the Christian community that proves to be more than a counter-witness. Is 

hope possible? 

The psalmist asks whether they can sing in a foreign land. While they cry, 

they cannot sing happy songs. But that does not eliminate the possibility of 

hopeful songs! Hope is not to be confused with entertainment and alienation. 

We often look at the world around us, are touched by the power of evil on a 

global scale, feel small and can get discouraged. Yet, when we recover the 

ability to cry, we recover the possibility of hope.  

To the shout “Go back to your country”, a local journalist
1
 wrote “We are the 

ones who need to go back to our country” In the midst of tragedy, she longs 

for a home where men, women and children can recover their humanity, their 

heart, their values. As the French philosopher Fabrice Hadjadj affirms: “God 

became man so that man can remain human”. 

In this context, the question “is hope possible?” turns out to be a personal 

question: “Are you a person of hope?” More than that: “Are we being changed 

into a community that incarnates hope?” We journey not by sight but by what 

we believe. We are ready to take a journey trusting that others will see the 

hope God incarnates in us even while we cry.  

This reminds me of that scene from the film “Of Gods and men” that portrays 

the discernment process of the monks killed in Thibirine, Algiers in 1996. The 

community is facing the rising tide of extremism and violence. The situation is 

turning out for the worst. Should they leave or should they stay? One of the 

monks shares with the local villagers: “We may be leaving!”. “And why are 

you leaving?” asks one of them. He replies: “We are like birds on a branch. 

We don’t know if we’ll leave”. A woman promptly replies: “We are the birds. 

You are the branch. If you leave, we loose our footing”.  

Hope is not about survival. Hope is not about results. Hope is a call, a mission 

that is not of our own making but demands all our life. “Let us not allow 

ourselves to be robbed of hope!” (Evangelii Gaudium 86). 

                                                           
1
https://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20180701/opinion/were-the-ones-

who-need-to-go-back-to-our-country-kristina-chetcuti.683202 (accessed 7 July 2018). 

https://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20180701/opinion/were-the-ones-who-need-to-go-back-to-our-country-kristina-chetcuti.683202
https://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20180701/opinion/were-the-ones-who-need-to-go-back-to-our-country-kristina-chetcuti.683202
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1. Rooted: the flourishing of the branches depends on the roots, old and 

new. 

“It is we who need to return to our country”. As we face the harsh reality of 

our time, we are called to recover the memory of our first love and seek new 

ways of responding. Charles de Foucauld taught us to seek the hidden life in 

Jesus of Nazareth
2
. That hidden life becomes the silent force of hope.  

I 

An essential quality of our hope is the quality of our roots. When a farmer 

prunes the branches, the tree gets stronger. Why does this happen? For a tree 

to spread new branches, it needs first of all to develop new roots. When it does 

this, it not only keeps the old roots but is strengthened by the new ones. 

Hope is not optimism. An optimist avoids reality, does not face the fact that 

we are far away from the kingdom of God, does not want to be involved, 

avoids the pruning. S/he thinks that things will turn out well by some sort of 

magic. No search to develop the roots. On the contrary, we are called to face 

the fact that we are far off from the Kingdom and seek to develop our roots.  

 Will we journey with our people, facing their hopes and anxieties and 

help to develop new roots?  

 What are the challenges of our locality and of our world that prune us 

and challenge us to go deeper?  

 And what are the old roots that we need to rediscover? 

 

 

                                                           
2
 “Look at Jesus. His deep compassion reached out to others. It did not make him 

hesitant, timid or self-conscious, as often happens with us. Quite the opposite. His 
compassion made him go out actively to preach and to send others on a mission of 
healing and liberation. Let us acknowledge our weakness, but allow Jesus to lay hold 
of it and send us too on mission. We are weak, yet we hold a treasure that can 
enlarge us and make those who receive it better and happier. Boldness and apostolic 
courage are an essential part of mission.”, Gaudete et Exsultate 131. 



II 

To return to our roots, is above all to be focused on Christ and his way of 

saving. Franz Jalics SJ is one of the Jesuit priests who was abducted and 

imprisoned during the Dirty war in Argentina in 1976. When commenting on 

the parable of the vine and the branches he points out how Jesus is inviting us 

to let go of the pressure to achieve. “What is the task of the branches? They 

have to produce grapes. They direct their whole strength to producing grapes. 

They dread not bearing enough fruit at the right time. They worry about their 

survival. … Jesus also wants the grapes to grow. Jesus sees how the branches 

laden with anxious care, pressure themselves and wear themselves out in 

misguided attention... Instead of concentrating on the grapes, unite yourselves 

with the vine. Then the strength of the vine will flow through you and you will 

bear rich fruit. At the same time, you’ll be freed from your pressure, your 

compulsion to compare yourselves with others and your tensions. … You are 

so occupied with yourself that you don’t notice that your connection with the 

vine has already been broken and that no vitality is flowing into you. Turn 

back to your source and everything will be given”
3
. 

Isn’t this also the gift of Charles de Foucauld to the Church when he 

rediscovered the mystery of God in Nazareth. From the periphery (Nazareth) 

he does a prophetic sign in the centre of power (Jerusalem). He does not do it 

with rage, nor with hate. But out of love for the people, he makes a sign that 

puts his life in danger. Because he so loved the world. God bows down and 

thus saves. “A Church that does not bow down becomes an NGO” (H.E. Mons 

Youssef Soueif, Maronite Archbishop of Cyprus). We, as Church and as a 

fraternity, can loose this ability to be a source of hope when we become full of 

ourselves, or we become too much of an institution, or too focused on 

ourselves or achievement.  

 What does it mean for us not to be caught up in the contemporary 

culture of making a name for ourselves, of achievement?  

 What does it mean to join in Jesus’ way of saving by bowing down? 

Joseph Ratzinger recognizes that this is a key challenge and hope for the 

Church. In a book published in 1976 he states:  

                                                           
3
 FRANZ JALICS, Contemplative retreat. An Introduction to the Contemplative way of 

Life and to the Jesus Prayer, Munich 2003, 209. 
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It was Charles de Foucauld, who, in his search for the “last place”, 

found Nazareth. It was Nazareth that touched him in the depth of his 

heart. He wanted to follow Jesus who is a silent, poor, worker. He knew 

that Jesus himself gave the explanation to these words in living them 

out himself first; he knows, that even before his death on the cross, 

naked and without anything, Jesus had chosen the last place in 

Nazareth. In his hermitage in Syria, in the living meditation on Jesus, a 

new way opened up for the Church. It was for the Church a rediscovery 

of poverty. Nazareth has a permanent message for the Church. The New 

Covenant does not begin in the Temple, nor on the Holy mountain, but 

in the little house of the Virgin, in the house of the worker, in one of the 

forgotten places of the "Galilee of the Gentiles", from which no one 

expected anything good. It’s only when the Church starts from there 

that she can make a new start and be healed/heal ”
4
 

 How can we continue to contribute in this renewal of the Church? 

2. Time for growth: a seed can take more than 100 years to bear fruit. 

In a consumerist society that turns people into individuals closed in on 

themselves, hope can be mistaken for the fruit that we can grasp today, here 

and now. But hope has more to do with the patience of sowing the good seed 

in view of a Kingdom. Hope that includes others (not just me!) and a future 

(not just the present!). 

                                                           
4
 JOSEPH RATZINGER, Le Dieu de Jésus-Christ, Paris 1976, 77. “Ce fut Charles de 

Foucauld, qui, à la recherche de la “dernière place”, trouva Nazareth. … C’est 
Nazareth qui le saisit au plus profond du cœur. Il voulait suivre le Jésus silencieux, 
pauvre et travailleur. … Il savait que Jésus lui-même avait donné l’explication de cette 
parole en la vivant le premier ; il savait que, avant même de mourir sur la croix, nu et 
sans le moindre bien, Jésus avait choisi à Nazareth la dernière place. 
Dans sa Trappe de Syrie, dans la méditation vivante sur Jésus, une nouvelle voie 
s’ouvrit par là même pour l’Eglise. …Ce fut pour l’Eglise une redécouverte de la 
pauvreté. Nazareth a un message permanent pour l’Église. La Nouvelle Alliance ne 
commence pas au Temple, ni sur la Montagne Sainte, mais dans la petite demeure de 
la Vierge, dans la maison du travailleur, dans un des lieux oubliés de la « Galilée des 
païens », dont personne n’attendait rien de bon. Ce n’est qu’à partir de là que l’Église 
pourra prendre un nouveau départ et guérir… ». 



I 

What Charles de Foucauld wrote to his younger sister Marie from Beni Abbés 

(about parenting) can throw some light on how we face the question of hope:  

It is the parents' duty to try to organize the future of their children as 

best they can, with the lights/insights that the good God gives them ... 

But, with respect to lights/insights, the good God gives us only that 

which is necessary to live day by day, walking daily on our journey... 

Let us act for the best, according to our limited views, but without 

afflicting ourselves with failure, certain that the good God, on this 

condition, will sort out our affairs much better than we would dare to 

hope or dream. He loves us so much more than we can ever love.
5
 

I was touched by this letter of Charles de Foucauld because, in the simplicity 

of his affective relation with his sister, he reveals the secret of hope in his 

heart. It is not trust in success. He speaks of commitment and responsibility. A 

discerning love that asks about what’s possible today. Above all, it’s an 

absolute trust in the goodness of God.  

It reminds me of a visit of the Jesuit Llorenç Puig to a Marist community in 

Chad. He asked them: 

“And you, why are you still here, in a place with so many 

discomforts, where everything is so difficult and uphill? "And they 

gave me an answer that made me think a lot. They said: "The mother 

of God was not by the cross because she would like to be at the cross 

of Jesus. The mother of God was at the cross because her son was 

                                                           
5
 CHARLES DE FOUCAULD, Lettres a sa sœur Marie de Blic, Mesnil Saint-Loup (France) 

2005, 121. “C’est le devoir des parents de tacher d’organiser l’avenir de leurs enfants 
de leur mieux, avec les lumières que le bon Dieu leur donne… Mais le bon Dieu ne 
nous donne à tous, en fait de lumières, que ce qui nous est nécessaire pour vivre au 
jour le jour, marcher chaque jour notre chemin… Faisons pour le mieux, selon nos 
petites vues, mais sans nous affliger de l’insuccès, certains que le bon Dieu, à cette 
condition, arrangera nos affaires bien mieux que nous ne saurions le faire, et même 
souvent bien mieux que nous n’oserions l’espérer ni le rêver. Il nous aime tellement 
plus que nous ne pouvons aimer… ». 
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crucified. And we are here because we have brothers who are 

crucified, who are suffering, who are in difficulty.”
 6
 

They are there out of love, affection, fraternity; they cultivated an ability to 

see faces and let themselves be touched up to the point of committing their life 

in a total way.  

II 

In an age of a lot of information, we risk the globalization of superficiality that 

accompanies the globalization of indifference. Hope rests with those 

individuals and communities, who let themselves be touched by the 

information, respond from the depth of their heart and commit themselves in a 

concrete way.  

Standing at the foot of the cross, we are also nourished by the vision of our 

beloved Master. At a point where his ministry was facing a low ebb, and his 

disciples were facing discouragement, Jesus shapes his parables of the 

kingdom. Of the mustard seed that is so small but that when it grows it 

surprises the sower. It is also compared to the one who sows the good seed but 

finds out that the enemy sows the bad seeds as well. It speaks of hope as a sort 

of leaven in the dough of time. 

Our hope is in the fact that God prepares time, saves time, enters time. He 

intervenes in history and continues to do so. God builds relations with 

everyone and leads to the fullness of time through the Incarnate Word. This 

continues through us, his Church, sacrament of unity. It is true that we 

experience the limits of time (we never have enough time). We also 

experience the decadence of time (when we see the work of the enemy, we 

                                                           
6 LLORENÇ PUIG, The globalization of indifference in five icons, in the era of 

discouragement. A believing reading from philosophy and theology, Barcelona 2018, 
31|. “And you, why are you still here, in a place with so many discomforts, where 
everything is so difficult and uphill?”And they gave me an answer that made me 
think a lot. They said: "The mother of God was not by the cross because she would 
like to be at the cross of Jesus. The mother of God was at the cross because her son 
was crucified. And we are here because we have brothers who are crucified, who are 
suffering, who are in difficulty.”  



feel that things are getting worse not better). But God has entered time. It has 

become time imbued with love, time that gives life. Now there is no atheistic 

time. Through the Spirit that works in us, God continues to transform this 

time. It is always God’s time.  

Our role is to continue to do God’s work. It is for us to discern the signs of the 

times and respond to them. Recently, the person responsible for the Justice 

and Peace Commission in Europe said “We look for Kairos moments. When 

we have a meeting we try to address Kairos moments and go to places where 

this is the case.” Kairos moments can be there where there are great 

transformational changes. It is there where God is intervening. Our response to 

this presence of God becomes a source of hope.”  

 What are the kairos moments in our locality that we have responded 

to and became a source of hope?  

 In our history, where do we see positive experiences where our 

fraternities responded creatively in kairos moments? 

 What are the kairos moments that, as fraternities, we are called to 

respond to today? 

III 

But this also entails a vision inspired by God’s action and not merely ours. 

Charles de Foucauld shares with his sister the freedom from the need of 

immediate success. In the words of Pope Francis in Evangelii Gaudium 222 

“time is greater than space”. There is a tension between fullness and limit. If 

we focus on immediate results, or seek only results that can be perceived, then 

we either get discouraged or else become arrogant. The desire to transform 

reality immediately, can lead to frustration and ultimately indifference: given 

that this is not possible, why bother to start anything anyway. Pope Francis 

recommends that rather than focusing on putting everything in order 

(dominating space) we should focus on time: start processes of transformation. 

These are not merely bound to our own time. It’s like Moses who started the 

process of liberation towards the promised land, and yet he did not enter. 

A lack of a profound spirituality on this level leads to pessimism, fatalism, 

helplessness. Given what I see around me, all the evil in the world and in 

myself, I start to feel that there is nothing I can do. I end up joining ranks with 

those who are indifferent. Why should I put aside comfort if I will not see any 

results? Pope Francis recommends that, as Church, our mission is to start 
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processes that will lead to life inspired by the Kingdom of God. Isn’t Charles 

de Foucauld a unique parable of this truth? His insights and life inspired a 

number of bishops during the second Vatican Council to propose that the 

Church “be a poor Church for the poor”. They had limited success at the time. 

But with Pope Francis it has come at the forefront. Some seeds take a 100 

years to grow and bear fruit. The same can be said with respect to the culture 

of encounter, including the relations with people from other religions. 

Relations do not grow with our control. We need to gives space to the mystery 

of the relation itself. 

 How does this understanding of hope help us to identify what we need 

to renounce, denounce and announce? 

3. Surprised by the seed that dies: it bears much fruit. 

I 

We live in a post-optimistic society. We face so many challenges on a global 

and local level. And yet the nucleus of our human experience is Jesus Christ, 

God incarnate who died and is risen. He is the one who tells us “Do not be 

afraid. I have overcome the world. I am with you” The nucleus is our baptism, 

our dying and rising with Christ: He has opened eternal life for us. 

However, not to miss the point, we need to enter into this mystery through the 

interpretation that Jesus gives. It is the seed that falls into the ground and dies 

that bears much fruit. Very often we think of the paschal mystery as a story in 

two acts: the first being passion and death, the second resurrection. We can 

easily turn the Gospel into a myth with a happy ending. A Hollywood film. 

Jesus regaining immortality for himself. It would justify seeking our personal, 

selfish immortality. “My life after death” or “comfort and wellbeing in this 

life”.  

The truth is different. It is like the seed that falls in the ground: it is dying and 

growing at the same time. The self-offering becomes the place of great 

vitality. When we join in with Jesus in this dying and rising we become a 

source of vitality, of hope. When we let go of the securities of the past and be 

open to the surprises of the Spirit of God, hope leads us on.  



 Where is God inviting us to give ourselves?  

 What are we invited to let go of?  

 Where do we see signs of new life, divine life, in ourselves, our 

fraternities, our Churches?  

II 

We become signs of hope when we put our hearts where people are. God did 

not save us from a distance. In the meditation on the Incarnation, St Ignatius 

tells the retreatant to contemplate God looking at the world with all the evil in 

it. Then the decision to send His Son. God saves by sharing the joy of life 

through the joy of communion (“being with”, “Almajja”, “Immanuel”). Christ 

accompanies, welcomes, takes initiative, touches, looks in the eyes and leads 

towards life.  He becomes Easter – pasch/passage – which is ongoing, never 

stops.  

Jesus asks people: “What do you want me to do for you?” We often pretend 

that we can prescribe the medicine before meeting the people. We pretend to 

tell people what needs to be done before learning the language through which 

we can build connection, engagement.  We need to let go of the preoccupation 

to change people through proselytism. Jesus shows us the way of hope in the 

concrete love expressed. Brother Charles expressed in the choice to become a 

“universal brother”. Pope Francis is clear that this is not taking the “easy way 

out”. 

This certainty is often called “a sense of mystery”. It involves knowing 

with certitude that all those who entrust themselves to God in love will 

bear good fruit (cf. Jn 15:5). This fruitfulness is often invisible, elusive 

and unquantifiable. We can know quite well that our lives will be 

fruitful, without claiming to know how, or where, or when. We may be 

sure that none of our acts of love will be lost, nor any of our acts of 

sincere concern for others. No single act of love for God will be lost, no 

generous effort is meaningless, no painful endurance is wasted. All of 

these encircle our world like a vital force. Sometimes it seems that our 

work is fruitless, but mission is not like a business transaction or 

investment, or even a humanitarian activity. It is not a show where we 

count how many people come as a result of our publicity; it is 

something much deeper, which escapes all measurement. It may be that 

the Lord uses our sacrifices to shower blessings in another part of the 

world which we will never visit. The Holy Spirit works as he wills, 
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when he wills and where he wills; we entrust ourselves without 

pretending to see striking results. We know only that our commitment is 

necessary. Let us learn to rest in the tenderness of the arms of the Father 

amid our creative and generous commitment. Let us keep marching 

forward; let us give him everything, allowing him to make our efforts 

bear fruit in his good time. (Evangelii Gaudium 279) 

This following of Jesus Christ, crucified and risen demands from us our lives. 

If God has revealed himself as the God of the greatest love, and this is our 

hope, then we will be a drop of hope for those around us if we join in. As 

Fabrice Hadjadj put it “We have to get rid of this Christianity-show, this 

Mediterranean church-Club that is less interested in transmitting communion 

than having clients. We are sons and daughters of Joy, of course!. But we 

know that joy comes from crisis and it pushes us to be witnesses where we 

risk our whole life.”
7
  :  

Conclusion 

It’s difficult to sing songs of joy in a foreign land. Somehow we will always 

be travelling in a foreign land. But we are not travelling aimlessly. We know 

there is a home prepared for us. But we are also challenged to be witnesses of 

this home, this Kingdom. Will we be the seeds thrown into the ground that 

others, especially the weak, find a branch for a footing of hope?  

Those who sow with tears 

will reap with songs of joy. 

Those who go out weeping, 

carrying seed to sow, 

will return with songs of joy, 

carrying sheaves with them. (Psalm 126, 5-6) 

  

                                                           
7
 « “Il faut en finir avec ce christianisme-spectacle, cette église-Club Méditerranée qui 

veut moins transmettre une communion que se faire une clientèle. Nous sommes 
des fils de la Joie, certes ! … Mais nous savons que la joie vient de la crise et nous 
pousse à un témoignage qui nous risque tout entier », Entretien avec Fabrice Hadjadj 
in France Catholique (21/01/2009), https://www.france-catholique.fr/Entretien-avec-
Fabrice-Hadjadj.html (Date of access : 30 June 2018). 

https://www.france-catholique.fr/Entretien-avec-Fabrice-Hadjadj.html
https://www.france-catholique.fr/Entretien-avec-Fabrice-Hadjadj.html


NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD  

AFRICA 

MADAGASCAR 

"Lebanon is more than a country: it is a message of freedom and an 

example of pluralism for the East as well as for the West!" Pope John Paul 

II 

This message of the Pope is not only meant for the East and the West in 

general, but for all of us, as we saw during the General Assembly of the Lay 

Fraternities of Charles de Foucauld in Lebanon, where we were opened up to 

many different  aspects of our world. Testimonies from the Arab world 

showed us in particular the social, cultural and religious wealth of Lebanon 

and especially the daily coexistence between Muslims and Christians, a sign 

of hope, freedom and fraternity. 

So these few quotations from the text of our theme summarize our beliefs as  

followers of Brother Charles. 

«Therefore we denounce all that which gets in the way of engaging in fraternal 

relationships, that distances us from our own humanity and consequently from 

God and from our neighbour.» 

 «As Charles de Foucauld himself remarked, we do not have a right to be 

"blind watchmen", “dumb watchdogs" (Isaiah 56:10), "shepherds who feed 

themselves rather than my flock" (Ez. 34, 2).» 

«In order to do this we need a contemplative spirit: we need to recover a 

contemplative spirit which can help us to realise ever anew that we have been 

entrusted with a treasure which makes us more human and helps us to lead 

a new life. There is nothing more precious which we can give to others (EG 

264).» 

Together let us walk in hope, let us draw to the joy of the Gospel.  

For a better world 

Dominique Bertinau 
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Representatives of the different fraternities of the African continent, present at 

the 10th General Assembly of the Lay Fraternity Charles de Foucauld. 

Lebanon 2018 

  

BENIN  

International assembly Charles de Foucauld 2018 in Lebanon 

Theme : Walking together with hope: denouncing, renouncing and 

announcing 

A Report from the Lay Fraternity of BENIN 

Introduction 

We may be a large number of Catholics (25% of the population), the churches 

are full on Sundays and for other religious ceremonies. Yet: do we live our 

faith in such a way that we can be considered as witnesses of Christ?  

We live in fear everyday: fear of this and that because of witches, fear of the 

future, abashed by the criticism from brothers belonging to other religions. 

Are we really in the world without belonging to the world? (John17,16). 



It is so common to see many of us exalted by certain devotions or looking 

eagerly for miracles or sensationalism. Is that the way we are supposed to be 

salt of the earth and light of the world?  

We guess that’s why the Bishop of Cotonou chose the theme ‘Living an 

authentic faith’ for the year 2018. Don’t we know: a faith that does not take 

action is a dead faith? So the theme of this General Assembly comes at the 

right moment to wake us up, to pursue our lives in the light of the Lord, 

denouncing, renouncing and announcing the good news to all the nations. 

1. Courage to denounce 

Blessed Charles de Foucauld, after his conversion, noticed injustice in the 

world around him and he denounced it. We live in a world where things are 

not clear. We need perseverance as we often are personally invested in the 

way things are and we need the strength of the Holy Spirit to acknowledge 

what takes us away from our Christian faith. 

When we face adversity, we forget our Christian identity too quickly and give 

in to dubious practices. This led our leaders to talk about the syncretism of 

some Catholics to his Holiness Pope John Paul II during his visit to Benin in 

1993. They said that we are Christians during the day but that at night we 

come to others for divination and other rituals. However, “We know it very 

well. Our God is a jealous God” (Deut5,9) 

Misappropriation of funds and undertaking projects for personal gain are 

common in African countries and Benin is no exception. 

The search for easy gains leads some people to practice satanical rites and 

some even make human sacrifices. 

There is so much corruption in the country and everybody knows it exists. 

However, at times we are content to live with this evil, without making the 

least effort to combat it. We are accomplices because we remain mute. “God 

said: I will vomit you out if you are lukewarm (Ap3,16) 
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The use of contraceptives is spreading very quickly in our country. Although 

many Christians know very well that some methods are harmful to health or 

are abortive, they still use these to space or stop births. 

The 2003-2004 law on reproductive health has been proposed since 2003. 

Article 17 of this law permits the termination of pregnancy (despite a number 

of Catholic members of parliament) in the case of rape, incest and when the 

pregnancy is a threat to the mother’s health. This law was finally passed in 

2018 in spite of the opposition of some Catholics. 

2. Forcing oneself (To renounce) 

Charles de Foucauld did not hesitate to give up the wealth of his rich family. 

For him to take the last place, as Jesus did, he found that the wooden house 

where the Clarist sisters allowed him to stay was too luxurious for a life of 

poverty. 

Besides, did he not accept to leave his lover Mimi in order to progress in his 

search for God? 

What about Christians who refuse bribes, important occupations and high 

salaries offered to them if they agree to join sects or other groups who practice 

things that go against our religion? 

There are women who refuse jobs or a professional promotion if the price to 

pay is a sexual favour. 

Even when people around us mock us because we do what the Gospel says is 

right, that does not stop us from joining associations that fight for human 

rights. 

We are finally called upon to turn our back on ancestral practices that we 

realize are incompatible with our Christian faith. There are so many things 

which we need to renounce to live an authentic Christian faith. 



3. Strength to go forward (to announce) 

In his time, people around him made a fool of Jesus, they said he was mad and 

were astounded when he ate with tax collectors, sinners and prostitutes. That 

did not stop Jesus from announcing the Good News, forgiving sins and curing 

the maimed. Let us imitate him. 

Didn’t Jesus himself not say: “I am with you all the days of your life. Why are 

you afraid” (Mt 28, 19-20) 

Didn’t his Holy mother Mary say at Cana “Do all he shall tell you to?” Where 

else shall we find what Jesus tells us other than in the Bible. Still, we 

Catholics read the Bible so rarely. “How can we believe if the Word is not 

announced. And how can we announce it if we are not sent?” (Rom 10,14) 

The first mission that Jesus gave to his apostles boils down to: “Go! Make 

disciples from all places over the world. Baptise them in the name of the 

Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit and teach them to follow my 

commandments” (Mt 28, 19-20). 

Saint Paul, obeyed this word rigorously enough to say: “Damned am I if I do 

not announce the Good News” (1Cor 9, 16) 

Our Blessed brother Charles de Foucauld urges us not to be mute sentinels and 

insists that we must announce the Gospel by our lives. 

Conclusion 

We must always look for what we need to denounce around us, force 

ourselves to renounce all that keeps us away from God and announce the 

Good News by our lives. This is no easy mission, there will be plenty of 

obstacles of all kinds, but with the Grace of God and the strength of the Holy 

Spirit; we shall overcome. 

The Fraternity of BENIN 
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THE ARAB WORLD 

SYRIA  

I AM GRAZIA  FROM THE FRATENITY IN ALEPPO 

I am married and have two boys. 

My country has been in a state of 

war for years, as you know, and I 

think you have some idea of what 

a war is. We have lived without 

electricity, without water, we 

often lacked food. My husband 

and I are employees in a school 

that was destroyed during the 

war. So we were without work. 

To survive and provide for our 

family, we sold vegetables, those 

that were available anyway. 

During this time, our eldest son Georges was shot in the brain, he was 

operated on and by the grace of God he survived. Two months later, we 

experienced such a painful drama, which pierced my heart: my second son 

was hit by a bomb that exploded in one of the streets. He was 17 years old. 

The world had become black in my eyes. I was distraught. 

Little Sisters came to visit me to bring their condolences and they invited me 

to their home. I went there every week for worship and prayer but I still lived 

in inner loneliness. 

I heard about the lay fraternity and read books about Brother Charles. I was 

wondering what these fraternities could offer to our society. I felt that we 

needed to work to bring love between us following the terrible events of the 

war and at some point, I decided to start my life again. I invited my friends, I 

spoke to them about what a fraternity is and that's how the seed of fraternity 

sprouted. 



It's been two years since we have lived in fraternity. I thank the Lord for 

having brothers and sisters whom I like. We all thank the Lord for the gift of 

fraternity. 

Some parts of my country are gradually finding peace. With us in Aleppo the 

situation is livable. My son Georges graduated from law school and is 

continuing his theological studies in Lebanon in preparation to become 

ordained aa a priest. 

God’s love for us is immense despite the great sorrows in our life. He is all-

powerful and able to turn our sorrows and miseries into joy, the joy of giving, 

the joy of meeting each other. I learned that He always wants what is good for 

us. The pain is hard to live with, but with the passing of time, we understand 

the will of God in our life. He chose that my second son should be with him 

and my eldest son serve the church on earth. For me this is immense, an 

honour, a medal that he offers me personally. He supported me to carry my 

cross with hope in order to fulfill my mission. I try to keep love in my heart 

for everyone and see the face of Jesus in everyone, to walk in the footsteps of 

Brother Charles and live the fraternity wholeheartedly. 

I am moved and happy to meet you all in Lebanon. My fraternal greetings to 

all my brothers and sisters around the world. God is our Father, He loves us, 

heals us. We are His children. 

 

Grazia Moukhallala  

 

 

 

 “Now, there are three things that last, faith, hope and love; but the greatest of 

these is love”.1 Cor. 13, 13 
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DAMASCUS 

Lay Fraternity Charles De Foucauld 

Meeting in Lebanon, June 2018 

Let us follow our path with confidence, denouncing, renouncing 

and announcing 

FROM THE LITTLE BROTHERS OF JESUS IN DAMASCUS 

Because I was away from Syria for two months for administrative 

reasons, and also because I fractured my leg, I was not able to take part 

in the meeting of the fraternity of Damascus to prepare their report for 

international assembly. It was only when I returned to Damascus that I 

read their reports. However, I would still like to make my contribution. 

I very much appreciated the topic of hope that was chosen for your 

meeting. The Syrian conflict has strengthened my hope and made me 

reflect on it. The beginnings of the conflict gave us a hope for freedom 

and of a new-found voice, but we were quickly disappointed by the 

multiple betrayals of the revolution.  But hope is not trust.  We must not 

trust illusions. If we wait for the end of the conflict, we know that the 

end of violence and of disagreements is still not within our reach, when 

one war creates another and disagreements are hidden in apparent 

reconciliation.  We have to learn to live in a world full of conflicts. 

For me, hope is not waiting for better days, the end of the war. Neither 

is it waiting for our celestial home where we will live in happiness. On 

the other hand, there are signs of hope. Firstly, I would like to refer to 

Pope Francis in his encyclical “Laudato Si”: “It is enough that there is 

one good human being for there to be hope.”: Those who help the 

wounded, and families who are fleeing from combats, regardless of 

their social or religious background; those who show interest and 

compassion for those who flee under bombardment and are exiled; 

those who do not let themselves be restricted by defending a particular 



ethnic or religious identity; those who do not deny the conflict but who 

face reality (their own first) and refuse to reject responsibility for others 

etc. There are many who live these values, signs of hope which are to 

be announced. But there is also the sin of “hypocrisy”
 8

, as Pope Francis 

says: “those who profess poverty and live like the rich”. We are all 

threatened by this pharisaism; it is against hope and it has to be 

denounced. 

Before the conflict, we lived well; there was an apparent aura of wealth 

especially in the cities but it was hiding the poverty in the countryside, 

the search for wealth by certain people, corruption at all levels, political 

prisoners, the absence of free speech, etc. Therefore, we could not and 

did not know how to denounce those mistakes; but did we recognize 

them? Before we look for the causes of our misfortunes outside of 

ourselves, we have to look for them within ourselves. 

What has helped me a lot to renew my hope is reading the Bible: the 

people in the Bible lived in a constant series of conflicts, starting with 

the murder of Abel. Faced with these misfortunes, which burdened the 

people, the prophets never stopped denouncing the mistakes of the 

people, of their kings. There was the exile of the people, the deportation 

to Babylon, the destruction of the temple, etc… It is as if we are 

reliving those events! The exile was a result of persecutions but also of 

repentance, of forgiveness and finally of a return after more than 400 

years… In the face of the crises that our world is experiencing, is the 

history of the people not a parable for us? 

In Syria, there is a huge problem of free speech. For several decades, 

authoritarian regimes have silenced speech and undermined the freedom 

of a people who over the years has found itself shaped by “national 

thinking”. We have fled into readymade formulas or into a spirituality 

which had no basis in reality, in psychological truth, in cultural practice, 

etc… We avoid talking about what is going on in the country, which is 

a sort of “denial”. We act as if nothing is going on, we do not want to 

know (since it is dangerous) and so take shelter in our own 

communities. We take on the role of victim and do not recognize the 
                                                           
8
 See fr.zenit.org 22/06/2018 « Le cri du cœur du Pape François ».  
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suffering of those belonging to the ‘clan’ on the other side, due to a lack 

of compassion, a failure of solidarity  and a refusal to face the reality of 

what the people are experiencing. 

Hope is not based on our strengths, our abilities, our power but on the 

power of God. History is created by surprises, by unexpected changes, 

since God’s ways are not our ways. There is no story written in 

advance, instead it is the work of human beings with the grace of God, 

the work of the Holy Spirit who helps human beings to change the path 

of the story: Martin Luther King, Mandela, Ghandi and many others. 

Finally, can we hope in the impossible, like in Rwanda, where there is a 

process of “political forgiveness” after so many massacres, deaths, 

wounds and atrocities of all different kinds? It is surely a work of the 

Spirit who works within us. 

With age and dwindling physical strength, I am feeling more and more 

limited. This is a new stage in life during which we also have to renew 

our hope. We should not lament or complain about it, but accept 

physical limitations even if it is difficult not being able to see friends 

again, when you have to give up having a life like before. These are like 

new visits from God in my life. Signs that we will soon meet, which is a 

consolation. I also need time to prepare for this encounter. 

Jacques Picard 

  



ARAB WORLD 

The Fraternities of the Arabic 

World had a wonderful time 

during the General Assembly 

where the theme “Renouncing, 

Denouncing, Announcing” fitted 

perfectly with our experience. 

We shared a very rich program that allowed us to live the Gospel in an 

authentic fraternal way, where faces full of joy were all around us. 

Syria: There were many great moments: the game “do you like your 

neighbour?”  Guests who gave us a message of tolerance, visits full of 

riches and fraternal exchanges despite the different languages spoken, 

where heart spoke to heart. The day dedicated to remembering the 

Martyrs of our different countries was very emotional for everyone. 

Lebanon: the General Assembly in Lebanon was a seed of love, unity 

and solidarity forever planted in our hearts and minds. 15 days when 

seeds brought forth many fruits, and allowed us all to live a time of 

great peace, captured in the words: humanity, fraternity and happiness. 

Let’s go and walk together towards hope, taking our joy from the 

Gospel. 
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Algeria: The highlights that marked us were during Eucharistic 

celebrations, worship and prayers. The Valley of the Cedars opened our 

arms just as God opens them for all his Children. 

The real moments of sharing, the testimonies of the different fraternities 

which, despite the difficulties facing each of our countries, left us filled 

with hope, just like the hymn of the Assembly. 

One of the most powerful moments was during the welcome at the 

airport, I was filled with emotion when Fidaa allowed me to hold aloft 

the welcome sign where the heart of Charles of Jesus was depicted in 

bright red, a pride took hold of me and at the same time the hope of 

being able to welcome our brothers and sisters, by showing boldly and 

proudly the sign of our fraternities with the blessed name who gathers 

us and who intercedes for us with God: Charles de Foucauld. 

 



PRAYER 

Lord, God of love and mercy for your people; 

You who brought us from all over the world to praise you 

And thank you, in the land of the cedars, around the blessed one 

Charles de Foucauld, who intercedes for us; 

Bless all our fraternities and families; 

Bless the old international team that you inspired so much by your 

Spirit 

Bless the new team and give it strength, courage and discernment 

To be as successful as the old one 

Guide us and fill us with your spirit of wisdom, intelligence and love 

So that we can live and act according to your word, 

Help us to further open our hearts in order to delight in that which is 

The deepest and most certain, to announce life, announce the 

resurrection 

Announce the Gospel, we have faith in you 

We love you and we adore you ... we give you thanks for everything 

and for eternity. 

Amen 

"You are the radiant sun of the father’s love» 

You are the hope of eternal happiness, 

You are the fire of burning love. 

May the joy of Jesus be strong in us 

And let it be, between us, a bond of peace, 

unity and love. 

Amen 

 

Mother Teresa 

Maria Ratiba Bouali 
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ASIA 

PAKISTÁN 

It gives me great joy and happiness to 

write about my experience attending the 

GA 2018 in Beirut, Lebanon. It was the 

first time that the Pakistani lay fraternity 

had participated in a General Assembly. 

Nargis Heera and me from Pakistan were 

getting a chance to be a part of the larger 

spiritual family of Blessed Bro. Charles 

de Foucauld. 

When I think about the GA 2018 the whole picture comes into my mind. It 

was a well planned AG 2018 from start to finish and give us many ideas about 

how we can strengthen our fraternities in each of our countries. Each 

presentation by the different fraternities was fabulous and full of motivation 

and information. 

We were only staying there for 15 days, but our spiritual friendship started and 

continues as a global family, and now we have a bridge between continents to 

promote peace, harmony and hope in the World.  

I think this spiritual family is becoming a very strong and fruitful tree of 

Blessed Bro. Charles De Foucauld. In the coming years it will become even 

stronger united in prayer we will walk together with hope for a better world. 

With peace and Love 

Alishbah Javed Akhtar. 

Member of International Team 
. 

 

  



PHILIPPINES 

1. International Assembly of Lebanon (Evenings) 

Whilst I enjoyed 

every moment of the 

Assembly, the most 

enjoyable time for me 

were the Evenings. 

Because during these 

occasions each one 

could be himself or 

herself in their own 

unique culture; it was 

a time to get to know 

more of each other through music, dances, costumes, food, gifts, 

gestures, stories and more. An opportunity to express ourselves and 

learn from each other as well. 

In one of the evenings I remember, Fr. Jimmy mentioned “Namaste”, 

which means “I greet the God in you”. And this is really what I felt: We 

share the same Spirit; it seemed to me as if we had already met in the 

past. Our stories, voices, laughter and even faces sometimes seemed 

familiar to me, though it was the first time I had been at that big 

gathering and all of us came from different parts of the world. 

“O God, in Lebanon I felt the Unity in Diversity. You are truly present 

in every person we meet. Your Holy Spirit unites us. Please continue to 

guide us in our apostolate to bring Jesus to everyone. Amen.” 

2 Reflection on the theme: “Let us walk together in hope: 

renouncing, denouncing, announcing.” 

I had been to some rallies in the past to fight dictatorship and 

corruption. The theme of the Assembly made clear to me how to be 

more effective. Fighting the evil in others must begin by fighting it in 

ourselves, Renouncing. Let’s not allow others to destroy us, manipulate 
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us, rob us, or kill us so we must Denounce these things that stop our 

flourishing, peace and growth, because every creature deserves to have 

life to the fullest. And there are a lot of good things to Announce to all 

people on earth like the Gospel of Jesus, if we live it they can feel and 

see Jesus alive in us. The beautiful experience I had in Lebanon is an 

inspiration that I am not alone. I have my big family that I embrace and 

embraces me as we walk together in Hope: Renouncing, Denouncing, 

Announcing. 

“Lord, as we walk in this world, together and forward, we hold hands 

so that no one will be left behind, with Your strength and grace in us, O 

Jesus, we continue to smile with hope that one day Your kingdom will 

reign in the hearts of all men and women. Amen.” 

Myrna Aquino 

Member of International Team 

 

 



EUROPE 

ITALY 

THE JOY OF MEETING AND DISCOVERY 

"Lebanon is more than a country: Lebanon is a message!" 

These are the words spoken by John Paul II during his visit to the country of 

the cedars in 1997. 

After having participated in the 

General Assembly in Araruama (Rio - 

Brazil) in 2000, here I am, 18 years 

later, in Kafra (Beirut - Lebanon) to 

become acquainted with a marvelous 

country of the Arab World. 

Thanks first to my country - Italy - and 

to Spain who trusted me and gave me 

the opportunity to be one of the 30 delegates present. 

Thanks to the warm welcome of the Lebanese team: Rania, Fidaa, Antoinette, 

Laurice, Katia, Jack, always attentive and ready to solve whatever the problem 

- big or small - and always with a big smile. 

Thanks to each and every participant. They were two important weeks lived in 

a very fraternal atmosphere where everyone shared the joy of encounter, 

listening to each other and getting to know each other. It was a time for 

sharing the strengths but also the weaknesses, the challenges and the hopes of 

each one, each fraternity, each country and each continent because, with the 

help of God and the Brother Charles, fraternities can become places of growth 

for everyone and encourage the search for new solutions. 

Thanks to the outgoing international team: Claudio and Sylvana, Adriana and 

Luis, Joseph, Rania and Father Jimmy for their valuable work in serving the 

fraternities. 

Thanks to the new team: Laurence and Brigitte of France for Europe, Maria of 

Algeria for the Arab World, Willian and Mayela of Venezuela for America, 

Dominique of Madagascar and François of the DRC for Africa, Alishbah of 
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Pakistan and Myrna of the Philippines for Asia; to Father Jimmy of Malta for 

having accepted for a second time to be the accompanying priest. Thank you 

for their availability and spirit of service. May the Lord always be their guide! 

Thanks to all those who gave us - through their presentation - the opportunity 

to get to know Lebanon: a country that has gone through difficult times, a war 

but has welcomed Syrian refugees, a crossroad of religions. A message for the 

whole world, as John Paul II said twenty years ago! 

Thanks to my little sharing group for getting to know each other more deeply. 

Thanks to Danièle, my room-mate, for our exchanges in the morning and 

evening, for our even deeper friendship. 

Thanks to all the fraternities of the world who helped in the preparation of the 

documents. 

Thanks to those who prayed to the Holy Spirit before and during this 

Assembly. In Lebanon we were all at home!  

Valeria Caviezel 

 

WALKING TOGETHER WITH HOPE… 

The General Assembly of 2018 was an opportunity for delegates of the 

fraternities from all over the world to live together and share their joys and 

challenges with one another. We were inspired by the dynamism, which was 

witnessed by the various delegates. 

Walking Together with Hope… This was the theme of the Assembly and 

Lebanon as a country is indeed a sign of hope. It is the only Arab country 

where Christians are not a minority and are an integral part of the political and 

social life of their nation. Coming to know this was for a number of delegates 

both a surprise and a comfort. 



What touched me most was meeting with the sisters and brothers of Syria who 

joined the Assembly. I felt moved seeing how they remain capable of smiling 

despite the trials and sorrows they have suffered during the war. Among them 

was Grazia from Aleppo. One of her sons was killed during the siege of the 

city and now she is happy that her other son, who was severely injured, is 

preparing to become a priest. 

In his talk on hope, Fr Jimmy Bonnici, the accompanying priest of the 

international team, made the following comment to the Psalms 137 and 126: 

“when we recover the ability to cry, we recover the possibility of hope”. This 

is indeed hope: to believe that Jesus, who entered time and conquered death, is 

close to us and, when the time comes, he will lift us with him out of the tomb. 

Claudio Chiaruttini 

 

Fadi Daou, maronite priest, and Ms. Rabab as-Sadr, Muslim, give a testimony. 

 

 

 

Lebanon is more than a country; It is a message of freedom and an example of 

pluralism for both the East and the West 

Apostolic Letter of the Supreme Pontiff John Paul II 

On the situation in Lebanon. Vatican, September 7, 1989. 
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FRANCE 

SUMMARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF LEBANON 

 

It is difficult to put on paper what we experienced in Lebanon as it was so 

warm and profound. 

The chosen theme of the Assembly was: "Walking together in Hope: 

Renouncing, Denouncing, Announcing" 

Let me just say this: "Yes, we can be united beyond our land borders, in joy 

and friendship through our fraternity of Charles de Foucauld." 

From 23rd July 2018 to 3rd August 2018 at St Augustine Centre near Beirut, 

the Holy Spirit led this group from all walks of life (55 participants from 30 

different nationalities). 

Our days were full: country reports, talks, masses, moments of prayer and 

worship, festive evenings organized by the various continents and the renewal 

of the international team. 

The outgoing members from (2012 - 2018) handed over to the new 2018-2024 

team 
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Mayela Seijas De Olmos 

Willian Olmos 

Venezuela 

America 

International 

 Bulletin 

Maria Ratiba Bouali Algeria Arab World Logistics 

Alishba Javed 

Myrna Aquino 

Pakistan 

Philippines Asia 
 Website 

Brigitte Leport 

Laurence Fernandez 

France 

France Europe 
Treasurer 

Coordinator 

Fr. Jimmy Bonnici Malta Europe 
Accompanying 

 priest 

 

We thank the outgoing team (Joseph 

YESSY, Adriana and Luis TORRES, 

Sylvana and Claudio CHIARUTTINI, Rania 

CHAIBAN) and Jimmy BONNICI, who 

agreed to continue for another 6 years as a 

companion priest. They have given us very 

valuable advice and we can count on them 

for the future. We will maintain links with 

the spiritual family of Charles de Foucauld, 

and we will continue to study the possibility of the recognition of the Charles 

de Foucauld Lay Fraternity by Rome. In collaboration with the European 

leaders, we will ensure that we maintain relations with the Orthodox fraternity 

of the Transfiguration of St. Philareto. 
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Something is already beginning to happen. 

Very soon you will be able to see the slide show about the meeting in 

Lebanon, organized by Dominique and Francois. You will be able to access it 

freely. 

A meeting with the spiritual family in Haiti is planned for May 2019. The 

international team will let you know about the life of the fraternities through 

the International Bulletin.  We urge you to subscribe to it in order to learn 

about the richness of the life of fraternities throughout the world. 

To conclude, as directed in the Way of Unity, this assembly enabled: 

1. The meeting between delegates from each country 

2. Living together, praying, listening, sharing 

3. Discerning what is or is not, faithful to the spirit of the Fraternity 

4. The election of an international team for six years, including people 

from each continent 

We cannot finish without heartfelt thanks to the Lebanese team that organized 

this meeting with the ever present concern that each one of us felt at home in 

the Country of the Cedars. 

From wherever we are, we hope to accompany you in the service of fraternity 

with the best of ourselves. 

Your fraternal friend, 

Laurence Fernandez 

Member of International Team 
 

“The righteous will flourish like a palm tree; and grow like a cedar in 

Lebanon “Psalm 92:12 



A PROFOUND HUMAN AND SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE 

There are always many unknowns 

when one says ‘yes’ to an invitation. 

Happily there were three of us who 

flew together to Lebanon on 23
rd

 July 

this year: Danièle Ribier as the French 

fraternity delegate, Laurence 

Fernandez and me as the new 

European delegates to the 

International team.  Having returned 

to everyday life, I would like to share 

with you the experiences that touched 

me the most during the 10
th
 General 

Assembly of the Lay Fraternities of Charles de Foucauld, the first to be held in 

an Arab Country. 

First there was the great feeling when the coast of Lebanon and the city of 

Beirut appeared in the porthole of the aeroplane and when we were welcomed 

at the airport (so well described by Laurence).  We really received an 

extraordinary welcome! Then throughout our stay at the St Augustine centre at 

Kafra we experienced, from everyone, the great kindness and efficiency of 

Lebanese fraternity….notably because of our minor intestinal problems 

(which laid us low at times).  Thanks to Antoinette and Fidaa, Laurice, Rania, 

Jack and Katia! You really saw to our every need and your energy was 

impressive! 

Lots of emotion too during the presentation of the 9 candidates for the 

International team (see the diagram in this Courier). For sure the candidates 

had already been elected by their respective continents and what was required 

was the Assembly’s ratification of the people chosen but while one just had to 

read the written text in one’s hands, it was important to feel supported and 

carried by the others, and that was what happened. Clapping and shouts of 

approval rounded off this important moment in the meeting. All that was left 

was for the new team to get to work; to get to know each other, to learn about 

our different skills, to share out the tasks as happens in a national team, but 

with three different languages for communication between us: French, English 

and Spanish. It also meant letting oneself be ‘shifted’ by the team, and in the 

spirit of service, to take on a task that one had not thought about, or not been 

attracted to initially – to experience the unexpected ! We were reassured and 
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happy when Fr Jimmy Bonnici, from the Maltese priests’ fraternity, who had 

already accompanied the former International team, agreed to continue 

accompanying us! It is very precious to be accompanied by a priest who is so 

familiar with the spirituality of Charles de Foucauld and who already knows 

well the fraternities in the different continents. The Holy Spirit was certainly 

at work! 

As the days went on we heard the various presentations from all the continents 

and the 30 countries that were represented; what an eye-opener and what joy 

for everyone! Speaking personally, I was particularly impressed by meeting 

the representatives from the fraternities of Lebanon and Syria…and all the 

countries where Christians are in a minority, but continue to live the Gospel 

with courage and faith how much the recognition of the Lay Fraternity by 

Rome is necessary for them especially! 

The discussion of this question of recognition by Rome brought to the surface 

a diverse range of expectations from different countries and continents; 

enthusiasm for some, reluctance for others…but finally an agreed text was 

voted on. The new team will take up the journey.  

Times of prayer and celebration that were lively and intense, with the presence 

of a priest-moderator that certainly allowed the Fraternity to get over anything 

between us that risked being a source of tension and division. The festive 

evenings, organised by each continent in turn, also contributed to the creation 

of a true spirit of fraternity.  

The joy of meeting the Little Brothers and Little Sisters living in Lebanon and 

Syria and listening to their engrossing testimonies….and partying together 

afterwards ! (Thanks to Christophe from Belgium we were able to replay the 

football World Cup with them !!) It really made one understand what it means 

to be a ‘spiritual family’. 

Also, throughout the meeting, there were presentations (cf the texts in the 

Courier) and outings, we were opened to unfamiliar experiences. Firstly we 

were taken out of our own culture thanks to two marvellous day trips. On the 

29
th
 July we went to the ‘Holy Valley’ (Qadisha), former refuge of hermits 

and patriarchs. After a lively coach journey, we attended a Mass said by the 

Maronite Patriarch, Cardinal Bechara Boutros Rai, Patriarch of Antioch and 



all the Eastern Maronites – and afterwards we had an audience with him where 

he took the time to greet each one of us individually before taking part in a 

group photo. 

 

Then we carried on to see the ‘Cedars’, which are at an altitude of 

approximately 2000 meters.  On the 1
st
 August we took the road to Harissa: 

stopping at St Paul’s Cathedral, with its splendid Byzantine-style mosaics, 

then on to Our Lady of Lebanon, a most important spiritual site in Lebanon, 

where the view down on to the coast was stunning! Then we visited the 

hermitage of St Charbel and celebrated Mass in front of the saint’s tomb, 

before discovering Byblos ‘by night’. For a European such as me, there was 

also a liturgical opening up, that was extremely rewarding, and lived during 

the various celebrations animated by the different countries: what creativity 

and beautiful songs coming from Africa, Asia and the Americas! Mass in the 

Maronite rite was a total discovery for me: what richness there is in the 

Church! 

The spirituality of Charles de Foucauld is known in Lebanon and Syria, and 

seems to be very appropriate for Christians in those countries. As witnessed by 

the words in the homily of the Maronite Archbishop of Beirut, Mgr Paul 

Matar who celebrated the opening Mass of our Assembly, and in this extract 

from the message sent to Claudio Chiaruttini by the Archbishop of Damascus, 

Mgr Samir Nassar: “Thank you for your witness in Syria, which is a sign of 

Hope, because every step towards renewal comes from the Spirit of the 

Gospel, lived and preached with total discretion by our charismatic Saint 

Charles de Foucauld, Star of Love over the Land of Islam” 

Finally, the ‘cherry on the cake’, Laurence, Danièle, Valeria (European 

Responsible)  and I were able to take advantage of two days of holiday 

together after the Assembly, before catching our flight on the 6
th
 August. 
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Thanks to Katia, who was one of our interpreters during the Assembly and 

who ferried us around in her car, we were able to discover a little of the 

richness and diversity of Beirut: the contrasting neighbourhoods in the city, 

with a stop to visit the Sisters of Mother Teresa, plus Sidon and a little walk in 

the ‘Chouff’ district, the heartland of the Druze community in Lebanon, where 

we tasted some culinary specialities. 

Woken in our apartment in a Muslim neighbourhood of Beirut by the muezzin 

on the day of our departure, I asked myself if I had been dreaming…Today, I 

try to explain to those closest to me and my local fraternity what I lived during 

this assembly. The joy and fraternity we shared have definitely given me the 

strength to continue the work, along with the International team. 

Brigitte Leport 

Member of International Team 
. 

 

 

 

Our Lady of 
Lebanon 

 St- Paul´s Cathedral 
Hermitege of St 

Charbel 



AMERICA 

ARGENTINA 

WALKING WITH HOPE: The experience of fraternity by a young 

woman from Latin America in the country of the cedars. 

Concern for the participation of young people in the Fraternity is not a new 

issue, but in recent years, more precisely since the Continental Meeting in 

Venezuela (2015), the youth of America have made themselves felt. 

In the context of a new General Assembly, the need arose to ask the national 

and continental Coordinators how the youngest members could participate, 

and if the necessary space would be provided for our voices to be present at 

the international meeting in Lebanon. 

We did not see it as being very possible 

since we knew that there was a limit to 

the number of participants allowed from 

each country. However, the invitation of 

Adriana Cella (The American continental 

Responsible at that time) was not long in 

coming, Bryan from Venezuela, Yonar 

from Costa Rica and me from Argentina, 

were offered the possibility to attend the 

Assembly.  

My colleagues in the central region, for 

personal reasons decided not to travel, so 

at that point I had to decide if I would 

accept to be delegated by my country and 

represent the young people of Latin 

America in Lebanon. At first I felt that I was not prepared enough to assume 

that responsibility. At that time, the support of everyone, my family and 

friends of the Fraternity, who accompanied me on the way in preparing for 

this meeting, was very important. 

I must say that the place chosen to host the Assembly raised doubts, 

prejudices, concerns.  I had ideas based on stereotypes that I would not be able 

to cope with the reality of Lebanese culture. I have only words of thanks for 
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our hosts, for their work, their warmth and joy that enabled us to experience a 

fraternal meeting, overflowing with diversity, hope, faith and friendship. 

Enabling the participation of young people on these occasions is extremely 

enriching, exchanging experiences makes one broaden one’s vision of what 

Fraternity is in different parts of the world, the essence is the same but the 

contexts and ways of living the spirituality are diverse. 

The different testimonies from guests and participants have also motivated me, 

particularly making me see how even in pain and discord there is hope, faith 

and a desire to change the world. If you ask me what it is that attracts a young 

person to the Fraternity, the answer lies in the Little Brothers and Sisters 

scattered round the four corners of the earth, serving the poorest and most 

excluded, living without privilege the same miseries and sufferings. 

The answer is also in the lay people who denounce injustices, who live the 

universal message of Br Charles, accepting different creeds and diversity, and 

who live Nazareth genuinely in friendship, love, solidarity and service with 

their neighbour, in a permanent conversation with God through prayer, 

contemplation and desert experiences. The answer is the Way of Unity.  

My experience in Lebanon has been an opportunity for renewal of faith and 

commitment to the Fraternity, where I have been able to experience moments 

of unity and peace with brothers and sisters from all over the world, as well as 

strengthen ties with fraternity members in my own region, who welcomed and 

shared with me moments where we could talk and debate, always supporting 

the voices of young people. 

I appreciate being given the space to present the dreams of the young people 

of America, our desire to live the message of Charles de Foucauld. Following 

the Assembly we are putting in place new processes at a continental level, 

taking firm steps to organize the Youth Meeting in Costa Rica. Accompanied 

by the new Continental Coordinators, Mayela and Willian, we have created 

the American Youth Commission of the Fraternity, whose members, Esteban 

Higuita (Frat. Colombia), Yonar Brenes (Frat. Costa Rica) and Bryan Barrios 

Grafe (Frat. Venezuela), have a monthly meeting via Skype, creating a written 

record of each meeting. 



In Argentina, Colombia, Honduras, Peru and Venezuela the Fraternities have 

created spaces to meet with young people, so we are very excited about the 

commitment of the National Coordinators who have taken part in this search 

to increase the participation of young people in the Fraternity. 

The seed sown in Lebanon is yielding its fruits, new roots, new roads to walk, 

with hope, announcing and denouncing. 

Thank you all for making your mark on this young woman from the other end 

of the world, thank you for everything we shared, for discovering together the 

land of Lebanon. 

Laura Gómez, National Coordinator of Argentina. 

 Member of the American Youth Commission of the Fraternity. 
 

 

 

“I know that You are 

When hope is steep, 

the summit is uncertain and the forces are very few. 

You are” 

Mauricio Silva, brother of the Gospel, sweeper, arrested-disappeared in 

Argentina on June 14, 1977 
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EL SALVADOR  

“YOUR PEOPLE MADE YOU A SAINT”. 

Talk about Monsignor Romero has led to many books, hundreds of songs, 

poems, works of art. To speak of Monsignor is also to remember that the 

people always considered him as holy, since the time when he was archbishop 

and even more so when they killed him, because martyrdom is the clearest 

example of the total dedication of a shepherd to his suffering, massacred and 

mute people. 

The ones that took another way were members of the Church hierarchy, 

because there were those whose interests were different from those of the 

Kingdom. When Monsignor Romero’s cause was accepted and the process of 

beatification was started, many of us cried with happiness because it was like 

standing up to injustice and death-dealing projects. It was like claiming what 

is good, what is noble in the world.  It was a resurrection. So it's not just the 

act of naming a saint: a good man.  It is like saying that truth and justice exist 

and someday they will arrive.  This is what the 3 women must have felt when 

they were told "He is not here, he has risen”  

It is interesting to know that the figure of Monsignor still touches a raw nerve, 

many people hate Romero in this country: the right-wingers, those who only 

want power and money. They are afraid of him even after he is dead. There 

are many occasions when they have beaten or defaced statues of him.  When 

they killed the Jesuits in the UCA (Central American University) in addition 

to the terrible destruction, they used a flamethrower to burn a picture of 

Monsignor Romero that was in one of the rooms. We all know that Monsignor 

was assassinated by a team led by Roberto D'abuisson who was the founder of 

ARENA, the party of the right in this country that has governed for 20 years, 

and which is still part of the national assembly and present in some 

mayoralities and is now trying to retake a position in the judiciary. His role 

was confirmed by the truth commission that came after the civil war to study 

the most delicate, inhumane cases, such as the massacre of the Mozote, the 

Sumpul and the murders of many others, including the Jesuits and Monsignor 

Romero. The dirty campaign continued and many mocked Monsignor in the 

media saying he was a communist, that only God is saint, that he was just a 

terrorist and much more. This only further confirms that Monsignor was 

actually a prophet and, as such, continues to make his voice heard in the 

desert.  



Our fraternity, which is proudly named Monsignor Romero / Charles de 

Foucauld, joined the local celebrations for his canonization - if in the Vatican 

it was beautiful, solemn; here it was going to be a popular party with rockets, 

coloured lights, ringing bells, music, dance and much more. And so it was. 

Weeks in advance we began to prepare vigils in the various parishes and the 

central event on October 13 and 14 in the Metropolitan Cathedral and its 

surrounding squares. From the morning people gathered to listen to speeches, 

to see photographic exhibitions about his life, to listen to songs and, above all, 

to visit his tomb in the Cathedral Crypt. At 5:00 p.m we started the candle-lit 

procession of thousands of people that traveled kilometers from a square to the 

Cathedral where the Mass was held. Then, waiting for the sacred moment 

from the Vatican, at 2:00 in the morning in El Salvador, in an act, true to our 

culture, we celebrated the great event with rockets, gunpowder, bells, tears, 

balloons and the joy of a whole people who recovered their hope by shouting 

¡Qué viva Monseñor! Long live Saint Romero of the Americas! 

We want to thank, very especially, the Fraternities of the whole world and 

those of Latin America in particular. Everyone has been supportive and happy 

because of the arrival at the altar of God of this good man, now a saint. On 

August 4 and 5 we had the pleasure of meeting with the Fraternity of 

Honduras, in Choluteca. There, in addition to celebrating our Foucauldean 

charism, we shared the life of Monsignor and tried to learn from him so that 

he is not a ‘saint of candles’ and nothing else; he was like Br Charles, a man 

of action and love. A strong and big hug to all those who, throughout the 

world, try to make this a better world. 

Lorena Santillana  

 

Fraternity Monseigneur Romero / Charles de Foucauld 
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BRAZIL  

MY VIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY – LEBANON 

2018-11-10 

First, I would like to thank you, dear brothers and sisters, for the opportunity 

to participate in this event.  I didn’t think that I was capable, and on many 

occasions I wondered what I was doing there... But, as ever, the prayer of 

abandonment gave me the answer to the what and the why, although if I 

abandon myself into your hands, in fact I let the Holy Spirit illuminate my 

way and carry me where He wants and not where I desire. 

The reception and care of the Lebanese was marvellous, as they are happy and 

welcoming people. I thank each one of them, starting with Rania, Fidaa, his 

enchanting spouse Antoinette, Jack and Laurice, among others, not forgetting 

the cook, the gardener... They all took very good care of us at all times, so that 

we didn’t lack anything and all went well. Congratulations to the Lebanese 

team. 

The following countries participated: Americas: Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina, 

USA, Chile, Costa Rica, and Peru. Europe: Germany, Malta, France, Belgium, 

England and Italy. Africa: Burkina Faso, Niger, Tanzania, Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Madagascar, Cameroon and South Africa. Arab world: 

Lebanon, Algeria and Egypt. Asia: India, Philippines and Pakistan. The absent 

countries, such as Columbia, El Salvador, Canada, Cuba, Bolivia, Poland, 

Hungary, Ireland, Spain and Australia sent their news and were represented by 

members of neighbouring countries. 

Within the themes treated in the Assembly, we found moments not only of 

merriment but also tension and we got to know the particular situations of 

other countries. We realised that an abusive and controlling capitalism is 

taking possession of the world and that the Rights of Men leave a lot to be 

desired in many parts of our planet. Because it is poor and small, the 

Fraternity suffers from not being able to embrace all people who are in need. 

The little we do is to be praised but the world asks for more. Violence, hunger, 

injustice, the calamities are many. We saw that it is necessary not to lose hope, 



to renounce many temptations of the capitalist world and roll up our sleeves to 

denounce and to announce the Good News with concrete actions as required 

by the Universal Brother. 

We know of children who are completely ignored by society, people drowning 

or almost dying in the sea, arriving to new frontiers in search of ‘another 

possible and better world’ but they find the doors of ‘more developed’ 

countries closed. Or they are received with words like: ‘Go back to your 

country!’ All this makes us think of our attitude toward the other, how can we 

do better, how can we dare to be like strong deep rooted trees so that they feel 

safe in our branches with the hope that this other world is really possible.  

We heard the story of a Syrian woman, Grazia, who lost a son victim of a 

bomb, during the war of Syria. It was very sad but we were encouraged by her 

strength to continue her life with another son who was also affected by the 

war, but they have both overcome the odds and keep the hope in this complex 

and difficult context. Her smile gives us faith. 

We had marvellous talks, full of hope. We saw current projects, not only with 

refugees but also with children and young people, children of war. 

Beautiful work with women and the reports of the Little Sisters and Little 

Brothers of Jesus and the Little Sisters of Nazareth... 

There were some very tense moments concerning the recognition by Rome of 

the Lay Fraternity as an Association of the Faithful, particularly when one of 

the International Team coordinators did not allow me to refer to the points of 

the Canonical College where they explain that the recognition may affect our 

statute “The Way of Unity”. This point and others that are most important for 

us, especially in Brazil, because we are a country and a fraternity with a wide 

diversity of religions, are details which were not explained in any of the 

documents brought to the discussion by the various participating countries. 

This is why I felt the need to talk and read a text by Benedito, from the 

fraternity of Brazil, which explains and clarifies these points.  If Brazil had not 

made a strong and clear intervention, we might just have created a document 

to be submitted to the dicastery in Rome in order to formalize our request for 
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official recognition as Association of the Faithful as proposed by the 

International Team. 

But we must bear in mind that various fraternities are already officially 

recognized by Rome or by their dioceses. Others need to do so and with that 

request they may encounter grave problems in their local churches. On the 

other hand, we count on the support of Spain, also of the majority of the 

fraternities of Latin America who have a context similar to ours. Therefore it 

was decided that, for the moment, it would be better if each fraternity reflects 

for a longer period, giving each country the possibility to explain further their 

views on the subject, and the next international assembly will decide how to 

progress. 

In addition, an “official logo” for all the lay fraternities in the world was 

accepted by the assembly. 

We, from the Americas, took advantage of siesta time to meet and attempt to 

discuss the subjects related to the reality of our continent. We took great 

advantage of the presence of Laura, a Youth coordinator from the Argentinian 

fraternity, to learn about the activities of the American young people and how 

to help them. Some of the points that were proposed are already under way 

thanks to a couple from Venezuela, Mayela and William (who represent the 

American continent in the International Team) with the collaboration of Laura. 

A new model of financial contribution for the fraternity was approved and 

there was a small change to the Way to Unity so that the person chosen to 

represent the continent is not compelled to participate in the International 

Assembly as a new member of the International Team. 

Considering the difficulties of communication due to the different languages 

and ways of speaking, we enjoyed good relations with everyone since we were 

only 55 people, including the translators. 

We also took the opportunity to enjoy trips to discover Lebanon, a beautiful 

country, especially the Sacred Park where the gigantic and millennial cedar 

trees are found, the same that are cited in the Bible in Psalm 92. For me this 



was a marvellous experience. It is also with much emotion that I visited the 

city of Byblos where the first writings using our alphabet appeared. We were 

sorry not to be able to visit the historical buildings because our bus broke 

down and when we arrived it was night and they were closed. 

We also appreciated the convivial evenings organised by the different 

continents with their typical foods. It was a unique and unforgettable 

experience. 

I thank each one of you, dear sisters and brothers. 

Marcia Sanches Venturi 

 Delegate from Brazil in the 2018 Genral Assembly, Lebanon. 
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PERU 

DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS. 

It is now two months since participating in the 10th International Assembly in 

Lebanon. Sometimes, without giving us any explanation, in life, day by day, 

without planning, God is making our way for us. 

I thank the international team for all the work and 

organization of this assembly, to the Fraternity of 

Beirut in Lebanon, for their support and welcome, 

for the organisation, in which every detail was 

thought through in order to make everyone feel 

comfortable, and "at home". 

I thank God for allowing me to participate in this meeting, representing the 

Fraternity of Peru and the Fraternities of Bolivia, it was days of getting to 

know the reality of the fraternities in the world, united in prayer, sharing the 

life testimonies of people who have committed themselves to work in the 

interests of their neighbour, reflecting on "Walking in Hope: we renounce, 

denounce and announce” 

I could see the importance of interreligious co-existence, the need for unity to 

continue to grow in the face of adversity. 

National Meeting in Peru 

We recently held a national meeting of the Charles de Foucauld family in 

Peru. We reflected on our local reality, the corruption which our rulers are 

wedded to, and the reconstruction of the north of the country after natural 

disasters. We began to see how despite these challenges we could live in hope 

within our reality. 

We had our individual desert experiences, reflecting on Jesus as the center of 

our lives, and the spirituality of Charles de Foucauld. 

We continue, walking in hope, we take our joy from the Gospel, as we walk 

together in hope.  

Fraternal greetings 

Lourdes Ticona 



HERE IS THE MESSAGE SENT BY MGR. SAMIR NASSAR, 

Maronite Archbishop of Damascus, to Claudio Chiaruttini, 

coordinator of the outgoing international team, for the Kafra session 

in Lebanon: 

“May the Spirit enlighten and guide your gathering and transform it into 

a New Pentecost, a cornerstone for the rebuilding of Peace in the 

Middle East.  

Thank you for your witness in Syria, which is a sign of Hope, because 

every step towards renewal comes from the Spirit of the Gospel, lived 

and preached with total discretion by our charismatic saint Charles de 

Foucauld, star of love over the Land of Islam . 

Dear brothers and sisters of the Lay Fraternity be assured of our 

friendship and prayers, which go with you during your meeting 

entrusted to Our Lady of the Apostles.  

Damascus, July 10, Martyrs of Damascus 

+ Samir Nassar 

Maronite Archbishop of Damascus 
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VISIT TO THE ORTHODOX FRATERNITY OF THE 

TRANSFIGURATION AT MOSCOW 

From 6th to 23rd august 2018-11-07 

I am back from the Festival of the Transfiguration in Moscow. The theme this 

year was “Living together”. Presentations, short films, plenary discussions, 

roundtables to discuss specific points; followed one another on the Saturday 

and Sunday afternoons. They helped us understand the importance of the 

challenge that lays ahead for Russians. That is: How shall they, without 

forgetting the past, but being free from it, become, or become once more, a 

Nation? There’s nothing less than this at stake and the Fraternity of the 

Transfiguration works with this always in mind. 

For my part, I participated in two roundtables: one as auditor on social work 

(this year the St Philarete Institute created a course for Social Coordinators, a 

new job that will be needed in the Russian society); the other one as a 

speaker on “Christian monasticism today”, based on the experience of the 

Lay Fraternity of Charles de Foucauld. 

I did my best to show how we live a dual belonging to the world and to 

Christ, both at an individual and community level. The notion of the desert 

gave rise to questions from participants who were keenly interested by the 

proposal to step back regularly so as to withdraw from occupations in order to 

nurture a closeness with the Lord by seeking to meet him heart to heart. 

The Fraternity proposes something different from the monasticism we have 

known for past centuries. It proposes a kind of invisible monastery in the heart 

of the world yet united to the prayer of monks.  

This gathering draws a significant crowd each year; it demonstrated a good 

example of harmonious living through a folk group made up of members of 

the fraternity. Dressed in traditional costumes, they greeted foreigners invited 

for the Festival, offering bread and salt as well as their songs and dances. It 

was a moment of cheer that the whole assembly appreciated. 

On the fifth day, I was given the opportunity to meet with the group of Anna 

and Andrei, my fraternity while I was in Moscow. The fraternity organised 

the living arrangements for the Archangelsk community coming from the 

north of Russia. 



Together, we visited the museum of Elisabeth, the sister of Nicolas II. When 

she was widowed, she founded a Caritas house for the needy. She lived there, 

as if she were in a monastery; generous and devoted. She was assassinated in 

1918. 

With the Fraternity, we reflected and shared about Living Together in society. 

We also prayed and participated in the Liturgy, on Saturday in the Cathedral 

of Moscow, on Sunday in the St Irénée parish to give a testimony on the 

experience of the Fraternity of the Transfiguration. 

Together, we walked, sang, ate and played with the children who were with 

us. To enable the fraternity to share quietly, I played the role of the ‘babushka’ 

in charge of the children’s playground and found it entertaining for both the 

young ones and myself. 

After the Festival, we spent an evening with the ‘newly catechized of Saint 

Philarète’. They had just completed their year of training and started to be 

autonomous. It was a good meeting, full of hope for the transmission of faith 

to the younger generation. Reflections and solidarity, all this in a cordial and 

fraternal conviviality. 

I also had the chance to go to Serguiev-Possad where the Laure of Trinité-

Saint-Serge is found (Laure indicates the most famous monasteries where 

pilgrims went on foot). I had the opportunity to pray on the tomb of Saint 

Serge de Radonège who is particularly worshiped by the Orthodox Church. 

The architectural ensemble is simply gorgeous. 

Maria and Marina who had come to commemorate the 100
th
 anniversary of the 

death of Charles de Foucauld with the fraternities of Touraine and Anjou 

made it a point to bring Serge and I together there as a sign of their gratitude. 

Thank you Lord for these brothers and sisters in Christ; for they are 

welcoming, warm and courageous. 

Annie Bijonneau  
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FINAL MESSAGE OF THE 10TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY  

OF THE LAY FRATERNITIES OF CHARLES DE FOUCAULD 

LEBANON 2018 

To our brothers and sisters: 

We would like to thank and embrace all of you in this message at the 

conclusion of this Assembly where we have shared prayer and life together, 

listened to the reports of the different fraternities and witnessed to concrete 

testimonies from the Lebanese context. 

We have met here in Lebanon, in the land of the cedars, in order to share our 

journeys with hope. We have strengthened our roots in the spirituality of 

Nazareth and received our mission to be branches that offer a foothold of 

support and hope for those who suffer. 

We have experienced the way people from different religions live together in 

Lebanon. We have been inspired by this beautiful example. It offers us a 

challenge to practise dialogue in our respective countries. We were inspired by 

the testimony of faith of our brothers and sisters in the Middle East and Asia 

who persevere in the midst of adversity and persecution. 

The invitation is to continue in our commitment to live the Paschal Mystery, 

knowing that the seed that falls into the ground and dies, gives fruit. 

As disciples of Jesus, with a humble spirit and in solidarity with the others, we 

denounce unjust systems, racism, violence and inequality, wars, conflicts and 

the arms race as well as the abuse of power by political, business and religious 

leaders who silence and humiliate.  

We renounce egoism, indifference, daily attitudes and behaviour that make us 

accomplices in the inequalities, abuse, and different forms of violence. 

Likewise, we renounce to being a part of systems of power that bring division, 

discrimination, oppression, and suppress the voice of the poor. We also 

renounce to be part of a way of being Church that does not follow the example 

of Jesus, who walks with and befriends the little ones. 

We are now called to announce all that we have lived in this Assembly. 



We have once again seen that diversity enriches us in our encounters. 

Dialogue fosters our efforts to understand each other, accept each other and 

establish ourselves as free people. Our encounter with Christ in the Eucharist, 

Review of Life, and our journey towards justice unites us as individuals and as 

communities. 

We live our Nazareth in our day-to-day life with our families, in our different 

occupations, with our neighbours, and in the social, political and ecclesial 

engagements in which we take part.  

The Way of Unity demands our commitment. 

If we believe that to love is to desire fullness of life for all, we have to take up 

the celebration of life with all its challenges: amongst the most poor and 

excluded, in the midst of the peoples who live in situations of war prepared to 

confront those who encourage conflict. Moreover, we are called to promote 

life in difficult and complex situations, where there are injustices and 

inequalities. 

We announce that we are brothers and sisters who follow the steps of Jesus 

through the witness of Brother Charles amongst us: We announce not only 

through what we say, but also in the way we are and act. It is Jesus who acts 

and works through us. (cfr. Charles de Foucauld, Règlements et Directoire, 

645-646) 

We announce that Hope is strong amongst the young people of our Fraternity. 

They were attracted by the Universal vision of the Fraternity and would like to 

be, in a creative way, builders of peace as they thirst for justice, and want to be 

active in the transformation of society. It is they who are discovering new 

paths and are ready to “take the baton”. 

We announce that the protection of Creation is essential to ensure justice and 

solidarity with the poor. (cfr. Pope Francis, Encyclical Laudato Si’ ) 

We leave for our different continents and countries towards our unique 

circumstances, but we do this united in a common liberating mission: “The 

Spirit of the Lord is upon me… He sends me to bring the Good News to the 

poor, to proclaim liberty to the captives and light to the blind. To free the 

oppressed and proclaim a year of grace of the Lord”. (Lk 4, 18-20) 
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May our Fraternities remain united, beautiful, and sturdy like the cedars that 

we have so appreciated here in Lebanon  May we continue, joyful in our faith, 

with a lot of enthusiasm and love, growing daily in hope. We invite every 

fraternity to translate this into attitudes and concrete actions. 

We express our gratitude towards the members of the Lebanese fraternity who 

have welcomed us, shared their life and deep moments of prayer with love, 

generosity and joy. 

Fraternally. 

St Augustine Centre, Kafra-Ain Saade, Lebanon 

3
rd

 August 2018 

 

 

 



OBITUARIES 

BROTHER PAUL MBATKAM 

Around 1935 in the MAHA (BAMAHA NDE) 

community, a child called NIETO was born and was 

called TAKOUA, from Magene NZUDJA, high priest 

and doctor in the tradition of their ancestors and 

peasant Mageni BO'BE. The child was registered in 

1941 under the name MBATKAM. After secondary 

school at MBANGA, he was baptized as a catholic 

christian in December 1953. He entered the congregation of the Little Brothers 

of Jesus in 1960. He left after five years and married MARIE-MADELEINE 

NZOUAKFU in July 1969, with whom he had and raised several children. 

He was very humble, quiet, wise and father to all in the fraternity. He was 

very active and played the role of a highly respected and influential adviser. 

Known as Brother Paul Mbatkam, he was an employee of the Cameroon 

railways for three decades, and joined community groups MAHA and ECM, a 

catechist, and a pioneer of the secular fraternity of Charles de Foucauld in the 

years 1968-1969.  PAUL MBATKAM returned to the father the 04/09/2018 in 

Douala. 

François Citera 
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BROTHER ADRIEN LAMIRE 

Brother ADRIEN LAMIRE, was our Secretary 

general, very humble, quiet and very dedicated to 

the secular fraternity and spirituality of Nazareth. 

The death of our brother ADRIEN LAMIRE, 

was August 17, 2018. 

We thank you in advance for your union and 

your support in thinking and in prayer for his natural and supernatural family 

and for the repose of his soul. 

Douala, Joseph Yessi 

 

ELIAS, A SIMPLE BROTHER, HUMBLE WHO CONTINUES TO 

TEACH US 

The only Little Brother of Jesus from Chile died on 

September 4 of this year, at the age of 91, he was of 

immense simplicity and humility.  

A little brother who lived with him, Noel Mérand, 

said: “Elías was a merciful man, he always excused 

people even from inexcusable things. Elías lived life 

with deep fidelity to Jesus, to the settlers, to his 

friends. I shared 42 years with him, a man is not what 

he says but what he does; Elías was a man of Jesus. " 

This unique Little Brother of Jesus from Chile was born in Valparaíso in 1927. 



In 1956 after having passed his examination in law he entered the fraternity 

and professed his first vows two years later. His first community experience 

was in the population of walnut trees, which was the first place where the 

Little Brothers lived in Chile. 

Elías made his novitiate in Farlete, Spain, staying in Europe for 10 years, 

between Madrid and Toulouse, in France. When he returned to Chile in 1968, 

the community was located in Villa O'Higgins until 1973. In 1973, after the 

military coup, Elías was imprisoned for one month in the national stadium. In 

1978 the fraternity moved to Renca, to the Huamachuco uno population, 

where it has been located ever since. 

Elías was a painter, he painted houses, that was his profession, in fact, if one 

visits the house where he lived, in the commune of Renca, you will observe 

the painted ceiling, a work that shows the skill of the painter who knew his 

trade, despite his age and already retired. 

He spent a month in the hospital, a public hospital, like any other person and 

died.  The paradoxes of life, the day of his death is the day we celebrate the 

memory of the French priest André Jarlan (shot by police officers in 1984) and 

we also remember the last democratic election when Salvador Allende was 

elected before the military dictatorship.  

Elias fully incarnated the words of Charles de Foucauld: "I embrace the 

humble and obscure existence of God, the worker of Nazareth", therefore we 

hope in the Lord that he was received as his best friend and that from the 

Father's house he intercedes for our beloved church, so that many vocations 

and diverse charismas may be born as sign of the kingdom of God that 

belongs to the poor and which transforms the heart. 

Marco Marín  
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

 
We invite readers of this publication to contribute to the cost of mailing. The 

cost is the equivalent of 20 Euros for two years. 

 

For subscriptions from France: please send a cheque made out to  

 

FRATERNITÉ SÉCULIERE CHARLES DE FOUCAULD  

Domicilation Agence Société Générale 

30003 00425 00037267347 38 

IBAN: FR76 3000 3004 2500 0372 6734 738 

BIC – ADRESSE SWIFT: SOGEFRPP 

For other countries: subscriptions should be sent to national accounts. The 

national responsible will then send this money to the International account, 

marked “Subscriptions to CI”, with names and addresses. 

The account for deposits is: GEMEINSCHAFT CHARLES DE 

FOUCAULD 

IBAN: DE09 5856 4788 0002 6086 85 

BIC (SWIFT): GENODED1HWM 

There should be no financial obstacles to the circulation of this newsletter, 

which is a very important link between all the fraternities around the world 

and allows us to get to know the vitality and richness of each others’ lives. Its 

circulation is a priority for the International team. 

 

Email Address for an electronic version of the lay fraternity newsletter: 

courrierfscf@gmail.com 



A PRAYER FOR OUR EARTH 

 
All-powerful God, 

you are present in the whole universe 

and in the smallest of your creatures. 

You embrace with your tenderness all that exists. 

Pour out upon us the power of your love, 

that we may protect life and beauty. 

Fill us with peace, that we may live 

as brothers and sisters, harming no one. 

O God of the poor, 

help us to rescue the abandoned 

and forgotten of this earth, 

so precious in your eyes. 

Bring healing to our lives, 

that we may protect the world and not prey on it, 

that we may sow beauty, 

not pollution and destruction. 

Touch the hearts 

of those who look only for gain 

at the expense of the poor and the earth. 

Teach us to discover the worth of each thing, 

to be filled with awe and contemplation, 

to recognize that we are profoundly united 

with every creature 

as we journey towards your infinite light. 

We thank you for being with us each day. 

Encourage us, we pray, in our struggle 

for justice, love and peace. 

 
Rome 24 May, in the year 2015 

Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ 

Of The Holy Father Francis 

On Care for Our Common Home 

 


